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About this test

How you scored

What your results mean

The Career Interests Test is designed to reveal your key areas of interest based on the work activities that you find 
most compelling and enjoyable. Using the personalized insights in this report, you’ll gain a better understanding of 
what type of work best aligns with your passions — and what doesn’t — so you can make a better-informed career 
decision.

John, your strongest interests are: Art, Craft and Design, Engineering, and Science and Research. This means that 
you’re passionate about creating art and design works, working with scientific and mathematical principles, and 
working on research projects.’ 
 
Your results also show that your weakest interests are: Tourism and Leisure, Agriculture and Farming, and Military. 
This indicates that you won’t enjoy working within these areas.

We evaluated your answers against 27 areas of interest. This is a snapshot of your results:
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YOUR SCORE:

96%

About this interest

Your score explained

Whether it’s painting a portrait, making jewelry, beautifying indoor spaces, or designing clothes or websites, Art, 
Craft and Design has something for everyone with a creative imagination and an artistic flair. Indeed, there are 
many fields to specialize in, including architecture, fine art, graphics, illustration and digital media. 
Although competition in this area is high, the work itself can be very fulfilling and rewarding, as it enables you to 
express your creativity and artistic abilities, while it o�ers you the opportunity to turn your passion into a money-
making career.

John, you scored 96% in the Art, Craft and Design interest area, which indicates that you have a very strong 
preference for creating art and design works. 
 
Your score indicates that you are extremely passionate about creating artworks, learning about artistic styles, 
crafting things, and working with various materials, design principles and techniques. 
 
This means that you will derive great enjoyment from getting stuck in to various forms of creative activities, such as 
painting or drawing, using your hands and talents to create objects, and reading about and researching creative 
trends. 
 
John, you should expect to gain very high job satisfaction if you choose to work in this area. 
 
Although your overall Career Interests Test results can be a great indication of the type of work activities you will find 
enjoyable, they should not be the only factor considered when choosing a career. By completing all six 
CareerHunter tests, you will gain a more in-depth understanding of your interests, as well as your personality, 
motivations and aptitudes — and, therefore, make a better-informed career choice.

Median Salary: $57k

Job outlook: 2% growth, 39.7k new jobs

Annual salary estimates are based on percentile wage data collected through the BLS Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey of US 
workers. The median annual wage for all occupations is $45,760.

Employment growth rates are based on 2020–2030 projections collected through the BLS Employment Projections (EP) program. The national 
average growth rate for all occupations professions is 8%

Interest Area

Art, Craft and Design
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YOUR SCORE:Interest Area

Art, Craft and Design

Top skills required

These are the most notable and highly sought-after skills for a career in [Interest]:

Creativity Customer service

Manual dexterityProblem-solving Decision-making Time management

Communication Attention to detail CAD software Design
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How you compare

You scored higher than 99% of all users who took the Career Interests Test for the Art, Craft and Design area. This 
is how your score in this area of interest compares with that of all other CareerHunter test-takers:

The median score for this interest area is 63%. Being extremely passionate about the Art, Craft and Design area puts 
your raw score 33% above the median.
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YOUR SCORE:Interest Area

Art, Craft and Design

Popular careers

You could work in a variety of settings in this area, from restaurants to bakeries and everything in between.

Create original illustrations, paintings, sculpture and other works of art for exhibition or sale.

Create or reproduce handmade objects, like glassware, pottery and textiles, that are designed to be functional.

Plan and design new buildings and suggest alterations to existing buildings, such as houses, o�ce buildings, 
factories and other structures.

Produce or preserve images that paint a picture, tell a story or record an event.

Produce hand or computer-generated images and text to communicate an idea to attract, inform and excite 
consumers.

• Fine artist - $50k median salary   |   7% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Craft artist - $34k median salary   |   4% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Architect  - $79k median salary   |   4% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Photographer - $34k median salary   |   -6% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Graphic designer - $50k median salary   |   3% growth   |   Your match:           %

Annual salary estimates are based on percentile wage data collected through the BLS Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey of US 

workers. The median annual wage for all occupations is $45,760. Employment growth rates are based on 2020–2030 projections collected 

through the BLS Employment Projections (EP) program. The national average growth rate for all occupations is 8%. 

Keep testing to reveal your career matches
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YOUR SCORE:

96%

About this interest

Your score explained

Engineering involves the use of creativity, mathematical principles and scientific knowledge to design, test and build 
machines, structures, systems and processes that benefit humankind — like bridges, phones, computers, toys and 
clothes. It impacts every aspect of modern life, and this makes it an important driver in local, regional and global 
growth and innovation. 
 
The people who work in this area are passionate about breaking technology barriers, improving people’s lives and 
making an impact on the world. They do this across all branches of engineering, including chemical, electrical, 
biomedical, aerospace, mechanical and civil engineering.

John, you scored 96% in the Engineering interest area, which indicates that you have a very strong preference for 
working with scientific and mathematical principles. 
 
Your score indicates that you are extremely passionate about hands-on mechanical tasks, such as building and 
fixing things, planning out maintenance, or studying how equipment works and operates. 
 
This means that you will derive great enjoyment from working with practical systems and machines, learning how 
things operate, managing maintenance systems, and learning about mechanical principles and design. 
 
John, you should expect to gain very high job satisfaction if you choose to work in this area. 
 
Although your overall Career Interests Test results can be a great indication of the type of work activities you will find 
enjoyable, they should not be the only factor considered when choosing a career. By completing all six 
CareerHunter tests, you will gain a more in-depth understanding of your interests, as well as your personality, 
motivations and aptitudes — and, therefore, make a better-informed career choice.

Median Salary:

 

$78k

Job outlook: 7% growth, 93.8k new jobs

Annual salary estimates are based on percentile wage data collected through the BLS Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey of US 
workers. The median annual wage for all occupations is $45,760.

Employment growth rates are based on 2020–2030 projections collected through the BLS Employment Projections (EP) program. The national 
average growth rate for all occupations professions is 8%

Interest Area

Engineering 
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YOUR SCORE:Interest Area

Top skills required

These are the most notable and highly sought-after skills for a career in [Interest]:

Organizational

PhysicsAttention to detail Critical thinking Stress toleranceMathematics Leadership

Time managementCommunication TeamworkCAD software
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How you compare

You scored higher than 99% of all users who took the Career Interests Test for the Engineering area. This is how 
your score in this area of interest compares with that of all other CareerHunter test-takers:

The median score for this interest area is 63%. Being extremely passionate about the Engineering area puts your 
raw score 33% above the median.

96%Engineering 
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YOUR SCORE:Interest Area

Popular careers

You could work in a variety of settings in this area, from restaurants to bakeries and everything in between.

Research, plan and design engines, machines, sensors and other mechanically functioning equipment.

Research, develop and manufacture raw materials and turn them into a wide range of usable products.

Design, develop, test and supervise the manufacturing of electrical equipment, such as electric motors, and radar 
and navigation systems.

Design, test and manage the manufacturing of aircraft, missiles, satellites and spacecraft.

Research and develop new processes, instruments and technologies to utilize nuclear energy and radiation.

• Mechanical engineer - $87k median salary   |   4% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Chemical engineer  - $110k median salary   |   8% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Electrical engineer - $97k median salary   |   9% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Aerospace engineer - $120k median salary   |   6% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Nuclear engineer - $110k median salary   |   4% growth   |   Your match:           %

Annual salary estimates are based on percentile wage data collected through the BLS Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey of US 

workers. The median annual wage for all occupations is $45,760. Employment growth rates are based on 2020–2030 projections collected 

through the BLS Employment Projections (EP) program. The national average growth rate for all occupations is 8%. 

Keep testing to reveal your career matches
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YOUR SCORE:

88%

About this interest

Your score explained

From fighting fires to responding to emergencies, and preventing crime to coordinating search and rescue 
operations, the Security and Emergency Services space is all about protecting public health and safety, and is an 
attractive path for people who are driven by the passion of caring for their fellow citizens. 
 
Security and Emergency Services work covers three main fields: police, fire and rescue services, and emergency 
medical services. While specific activities vary from role to role, the work itself is highly rewarding and critically 
important in today’s world.

John, you scored 88% in the Science and Research interest area, which indicates that you have a very strong 
preference for working on research projects. 
 
Your score indicates that you are extremely passionate about scientific theories and news, as well as being curious 
about academic discoveries and trends in the fields of physics, biology and chemistry. 
 
This means that you will derive great enjoyment from working in self-managed environments, basing your 
decisions and tasks on established principles and facts, as well as being naturally curious and researching di�erent 
fields of study. 
 
John, you should expect to gain very high job satisfaction if you choose to work in this area. 
 
Although your overall Career Interests Test results can be a great indication of the type of work activities you will find 
enjoyable, they should not be the only factor considered when choosing a career. By completing all six 
CareerHunter tests, you will gain a more in-depth understanding of your interests, as well as your personality, 
motivations and aptitudes — and, therefore, make a better-informed career choice.

Median Salary: $90k

Job outlook: 9% growth, 13.2k new jobs

Annual salary estimates are based on percentile wage data collected through the BLS Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey of US 
workers. The median annual wage for all occupations is $45,760.

Employment growth rates are based on 2020–2030 projections collected through the BLS Employment Projections (EP) program. The national 
average growth rate for all occupations professions is 8%

Interest Area

Science and Research
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YOUR SCORE:Interest Area

Top skills required

These are the most notable and highly sought-after skills for a career in [Interest]:

Organizational

Attention to detail Critical thinkingMathematics Computer Communication
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How you compare

You scored higher than 96% of all users who took the Career Interests Test for the Science and Research area. 
This is how your score in this area of interest compares with that of all other CareerHunter test-takers:

The median score for this interest area is 63%. Being extremely passionate about the Science and Research area 
puts your raw score 25% above the median.

Science and Research 88%

Analytical thinking Deductive reasoningProblem-solving Decision-making
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YOUR SCORE:Interest Area

Popular careers

You could work in a variety of settings in this area, from restaurants to bakeries and everything in between.

Pilot or travel in a spacecraft, work in space, and perform activities related to human space exploration.

Study prehistoric peoples and their cultures by recording, analyzing and preserving their artefacts, monuments 
and other cultural remains.

Plan and conduct scientific experiments and studies to test theories and discover properties of matter and energy.

Study planets, stars and other celestial bodies with the use of ground-based and space-based equipment.

Discover and study the fossils of animals, plants, bacteria, fungi and other single-celled organisms.

• Astronaut - $95k median salary   |   N/A growth   |   Your match:           %

• Archaeologist - $62k median salary   |   10% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Physicist - $120k median salary   |   9% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Astronomer - $110k median salary   |   10% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Palaeontologist - $91k median salary   |   14% growth   |   Your match:           %

Annual salary estimates are based on percentile wage data collected through the BLS Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey of US 

workers. The median annual wage for all occupations is $45,760. Employment growth rates are based on 2020–2030 projections collected 

through the BLS Employment Projections (EP) program. The national average growth rate for all occupations is 8%. 

Keep testing to reveal your career matches
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Science and Research 88%
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YOUR SCORE:

84%

About this interest

Your score explained

Every product we buy, every service we use and every brand we choose is all thanks to the marketing and 
advertising gurus who work behind the scenes to promote their businesses and clients. These people are storytellers 
who are passionate about analytics and finding creative ways to solve technical problems. 
 
Marketing and Advertising work varies from role to role, and there are many ways you can contribute towards an 
organization’s success — from managing relationships with the media to creating brand identities and researching 
people’s views on products to managing client accounts.

John, you scored 84% in the Marketing and Advertising interest area, which indicates that you have a very strong 
preference for promoting products, services and events. 
 
Your score indicates that you are extremely passionate about branding and PR activities like social media posting, 
running promotional campaigns and producing adverts or viral videos. 
 
This means that you will derive great enjoyment from working with people on producing commercial activities and 
promotions, pitching to clients your ideas and ways of thinking, and creating these interventions from scratch. 
 
John, you should expect to gain very high job satisfaction if you choose to work in this area. 
 
Although your overall Career Interests Test results can be a great indication of the type of work activities you will find 
enjoyable, they should not be the only factor considered when choosing a career. By completing all six 
CareerHunter tests, you will gain a more in-depth understanding of your interests, as well as your personality, 
motivations and aptitudes — and, therefore, make a better-informed career choice.

Median Salary: $106k

Job outlook: 9% growth, 209k new jobs

Annual salary estimates are based on percentile wage data collected through the BLS Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey of US 
workers. The median annual wage for all occupations is $45,760.

Employment growth rates are based on 2020–2030 projections collected through the BLS Employment Projections (EP) program. The national 
average growth rate for all occupations professions is 8%

Interest Area

Marketing and Advertising
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YOUR SCORE:Interest Area

Top skills required

These are the most notable and highly sought-after skills for a career in [Interest]:

Organizational Negotiation

Attention to detailCustomer service Computer TeamworkCommunication Creativity
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How you compare

You scored higher than 92% of all users who took the Career Interests Test for the Marketing and Advertising area. 
This is how your score in this area of interest compares with that of all other CareerHunter test-takers:

The median score for this interest area is 63%. Being extremely passionate about the Marketing and Advertising 
area puts your raw score 21% above the median.
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YOUR SCORE:Interest Area

Popular careers

You could work in a variety of settings in this area, from restaurants to bakeries and everything in between.

Organize and manage marketing campaigns to raise awareness of, and generate demand for, products and 
services.

Create and maintain relationships with the media, handle crises, and promote their company or client through 
positive publicity.

Plan and coordinate programs that combine advertising and purchasing incentives to increase sales of a product 
or service.

Coordinate with sales, financial and creative sta� to promote a product or service for a company or client.

Collect, assimilate and interpret market data and it in order to identify changes and forecast trends.

• Marketing manager - $130k median salary   |   10% growth   |   Your match:           %

• PR manager - $120k median salary   |   8% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Promotions manager - $180k median salary   |   3% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Advertising manager - $120k median salary   |   5% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Market research analyst - $63k median salary   |   20% growth   |   Your match:           %

Annual salary estimates are based on percentile wage data collected through the BLS Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey of US 

workers. The median annual wage for all occupations is $45,760. Employment growth rates are based on 2020–2030 projections collected 

through the BLS Employment Projections (EP) program. The national average growth rate for all occupations is 8%. 

Keep testing to reveal your career matches
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YOUR SCORE:

84%

About this interest

Your score explained

Healthcare is all about the improvement of public health, and is particularly appealing to people who love working 
with and caring for other people. There are many specialties in this area — including medicine, dentistry, nursing, 
pharmacy, audiology, optometry and occupational therapy — but all have the same goal: the prevention, diagnosis, 
treatment, amelioration and cure of diseases, injuries and illnesses. 
 
Working in healthcare can be extremely challenging, both physically and mentally, due to the vicious cycle of work 
demand and sta� shortages. But it’s just as fulfilling and rewarding, as you’re able to make a real di�erence in 
people’s lives and in our broader communities.

John, you scored 84% in the Healthcare interest area, which indicates that you have a very strong preference for 
supporting people with medical problems. 
 
Your score indicates that you are extremely passionate about helping others keep well by maintaining and 
restoring their health in hospitals, outpatient care facilities or private practices. 
 
This means that you will derive great enjoyment from looking after people who are unwell or supporting people 
with general medical advice and care, as well as interacting with relatives and working long hours in demanding 
environments. 
 
John, you should expect to gain very high job satisfaction if you choose to work in this area. 
 
Although your overall Career Interests Test results can be a great indication of the type of work activities you will find 
enjoyable, they should not be the only factor considered when choosing a career. By completing all six 
CareerHunter tests, you will gain a more in-depth understanding of your interests, as well as your personality, 
motivations and aptitudes — and, therefore, make a better-informed career choice.

Median Salary: $75k

Job outlook: 13% growth, 532k new jobs

Annual salary estimates are based on percentile wage data collected through the BLS Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey of US 
workers. The median annual wage for all occupations is $45,760.

Employment growth rates are based on 2020–2030 projections collected through the BLS Employment Projections (EP) program. The national 
average growth rate for all occupations professions is 8%

Interest Area

Healthcare 
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YOUR SCORE:Interest Area

Top skills required

These are the most notable and highly sought-after skills for a career in [Interest]:

Attention to detail Social perceptivenessMedicine

Critical thinking

Communication Empathy

Active listening
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How you compare

You scored higher than 93% of all users who took the Career Interests Test for the Healthcare area. This is how 
your score in this area of interest compares with that of all other CareerHunter test-takers:

The median score for this interest area is 63%. Being extremely passionate about the Healthcare area puts your raw 
score 21% above the median.

Healthcare 

Problem-solving

Time management

Human biology

Physical stamina

Decision-making Concentration

Patience Interpersonal

84%
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YOUR SCORE:Interest Area

Popular careers

You could work in a variety of settings in this area, from restaurants to bakeries and everything in between.

Diagnose and treat injuries, illnesses and deformities through emergency, scheduled and elective surgical 
operations.

Care for patients, and provide advice and emotional support to patients and their families.

Prepare and dispense medications to patients, based on prescriptions from physicians and other healthcare 
professionals.

Assess, diagnose and treat mental, emotional and behavioral disorders through a combination of counseling, 
medication and hospitalization.

Provide care for a patient’s teeth, gums and other parts of the mouth, and promote good dental hygiene.

• Surgeon - N/A median salary   |   1% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Nurse - $72k median salary   |   15% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Pharmacist - $130k median salary   |   6% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Psychiatrist - N/A median salary   |   16% growth   |   Your match:           %

• Dentist - $110k median salary   |   8% growth   |   Your match:           %

Annual salary estimates are based on percentile wage data collected through the BLS Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey of US 

workers. The median annual wage for all occupations is $45,760. Employment growth rates are based on 2020–2030 projections collected 

through the BLS Employment Projections (EP) program. The national average growth rate for all occupations is 8%. 

Keep testing to reveal your career matches
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CONTINUED…
The paid report compiles all your 

27 career interest scores.
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REMEMBER!
Ensure you complete all six tests to 
generate your final career matches.

Over 400,000 people have trusted us to find their career matches

Be kind, leave us a review :)

Our customers love us!
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20% OFF on select résumé services at

CareerAddict.com .

USE CODE
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